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THE PRIMITIVE SPECTRUM OF AN ENVELOPING ALGEBRA 

Anthony Joseph 

Chapter 1. 

The base field k will be assumed to be algebraically closed and of characteristic zero 

throughout. 

1.1. Ring theory, 

1.1.1. Let A be a ring with identity 1. Define the (left) primitive spectrum Prim A of 

A to be the set of annihilators of simple (left) A modules. Since any maximal two-sided ideal 

is contained in a maximal left ideal (via Zorn's Lemma) we conclude that Prim A D Max A. 

Define the prime spectrum Spec A of A to be the set of all two-sided ideals P of A for which 

IJ P where i", J are two-sided ideals of A, implies either i" C P or J C -P. Here we can take 

I = AaA, J = Ah A so the condition is equivalent to aAb C P implies a E P or b E P. Thus 

the set SpeccA of all two-sided ideals P for which A/P is an integral domain, is contained 

in Spec A with equality for A commutative. One easily checks that Spec A D Prim A and 

we set PrimcA = Prim A fl SpeccA, the elements of which are called completely prime, 

primitive ideals. 

1.1.2. Let S be a subset of Spec A. Define the closure S of S to the set of all prime 

ideals containing I(S) : = Pipes ®ne checks that S C 5 , S = 5 , 5 i U 52 = Si U <5>2 

and hence that closure defines a topology on Spec A. It is called the Jacobson topology of 

Spec A and coincides with the Zariski topology when A is commutative. One may note that 

S C Spec A is irreducible <£=4> I(S) is prime. One calls I(Spec A) =: N(A) the nilradical of 

A. 

1.1.3. The study of Spec A may be viewed as an extension of algebraic geometry and 

that of Prim A as abstract representation theory. One cannot get too far for an arbitrary 

ring. Call A (left) noetherian if every increasing sequence of (left) ideals is stationary. This 

property passes to quotients. From now on we shall assume that A is both left and right 

noetherian. For such a ring N(A) is nilpotent and a finite intersection of minimal primes ([9], 
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3.1.10) 

1.1.4. Call A a prime (resp. primitive) ring if O (i.e. the zero ideal) is a prime (resp. 

primitive) ideal. Let A be a prime, noetherian ring. A famous result of Goldie ([10], Chap. 4) 

asserts that the set S of regular elements of A (i.e. non-zero divisors) is Ore in A and so we 

can form the ring of fractions Fract A of A by adjoining the inverses of elements in 5. This is 

a simple, artinian ring and so by the Wedderburn-Artin theorem a matrix ring Mn(K) over 

a skew field K. One calls n (resp. K) the Goldie rank rk A (resp. Goldie skew field) of A. 

By the Faith-Utumi lemma ([10], p.72) one may characterize rk A as the maximal degree of 

nilpotence of elements of A, i.e. rk A = Sup{n^cn = 0, xn_1 ^ 0 for some i 6 A} . In 

particular P G Spec A is completely prime if and only if x2 G P implies x G P. This last fact 

was used by Vogan ([30], 7.12) to show that unitary irreducible representations of complex 

groups lead to completely prime, primitive ideals through a simple manipulation using the 

positive definiteness of the hermitian form. 

1.1.5. Let A be a fc-algebra. Let V be a finite dimensional subspace of A which we can 

conveniently assume to contain the identity. For each £ G K+ set V* = k{v\V2 • • • v^){ G V } . 

If A is finitely generated we can assume that V contains a generating set and we define the 

Gelfand-Kirillov dimension d(A) of A through 

d(A) lim 
¿—•00 

log dim V* 

loot 

which one checks is independent of the choice of V. A similar definition can be given for any 

finitely generated A module M. (For further details, see [23].) 

Assume that A is a prime (noetherian) ring. A key point in the proof of Goldie's theorem 

is that any two-sided ideal 1^0 contains a regular element. This has the consequence that 

d(A/I) < d(A) — 1, which generalizes the reduction in dimension on passage to a subvariety 

which occurs in the context of algebraic geometry. 

1.1.6. Let A be a algebra. Recall that we are assuming k to be algebraically 

closed. Let M, N be simple A modules. If M, N are isomorphic A modules, then trivially 

Ann M = Ann N. Conversely suppose that P := Ann M = Ann N has finite codimension. 

Then A/P is a prime ring finite dimensional over fc, hence simple artinian. We conclude 

that M, N viewed as A/P modules are isomorphic, hence isomorphic as A modules. 
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The above result fails miserably when codim P is not finite. Assume A is an integral 

domain and consider cyclic A modules M := A/Aa, N := A/Ab. We have an exact sequence 

0 —• A-̂ *A —> A/Aa —• 0 where tp denotes right multiplication by a. This gives an exact 

sequence 
Hom(A,N)-^Hom(A,N) —• Ext\M,N) —• 

from which we conclude that Ext1(M, N) — Coker <p = A/(aA + Ab). 

Now let A denote the ring k[x,y] with relation xy — yx = 1. This can be viewed as the 

ring of differential operators on the affine line A1 with the subring k[y] identified with regular 

functions and x = It is called the Weyl algebra A\ of index 1 over k. One defines the 

Weyl algebra An of index n over k through An = A\ (g> A\ ® • • • <g) A\ (n times). Recalling that 

char k = 0 by assumption one easily checks that An is a simple integral domain. Moreover 

d(An) = 2n and so An admits a skew field of fractions called the Weyl skew field. 

Let p be a polynomial of odd degree > 1. One checks that I := A(x2 +p(y)) is a maximal 

left ideal of A and that dim Ext1(M, M) = deg p, where M = A/I (using the above formula 

for Ext^-). This shows that the set A of equivalence classes of isomorphic simple A modules is 

not only infinite; but has infinitely many orbits under the action of Aut A (itself an "infinite 

dimensional Lie group", see [8]). On the other hand since A is simple, Prim A is reduced 

to a single point. 

1.2. Enveloping algebras. 

1.2.1. Let g be a finite dimensional k - Lie algebra and U(g) its enveloping algebra. 

Our basic aim is to describe Prim U(g) ultimately as a topological space. As in 1.1.6 for the 

Weyl algebra this will only give a rough description of the isomorphism classes of simple U(g) 

modules. However many of these simple modules are of little interest and can be eliminated 

if we require that they "lift" to continuous representations of the corresponding Lie group. 

Alternatively we may attempt to reduce the discrepancy between primitive ideals and simple 

modules to the case of the Weyl algebra. 

1.2.2. For the moment let us limit ourselves to the description of Prim U(g). For 

g solvable ([9], 3.7.2) one has that Prim U(g) = Primc U(g). This can be viewed as a 
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generalization of Lie's theorem to the case of infinite dimensional modules! Indeed the 

proof relies heavily on the applying Lie's theorem to the adjoint action of g on a given prime 

quotient of U(g) 

Let G denote the adjoint group of g. It acts on g* by transport of structure. A basic 

question is to show that one has a map g*/G to Primc U(g), which in the best situation should 

be a topological isomorphism and constructed by appropriate induction. Roughly speaking 

this does work out, except for some significant obstructions provided by the semisimple case. 

To illustrate this we review the highlights of the nilpotent case which is particularly simple. 

The results for the solvable case are described in [5], [9], Chaps. 5, 6 and for the general case 

in [27]. The results of [27] are reviewed in [21], Sect. 4 and [37]. 

1.2.3. Let g be a nilpotent (and finite dimensional) Lie algebra. Choose f E g* and let 

Gf denote the stabilizer of / E G. The G orbit G/Gf has the structure of a G-equivariant 

symplectic manifold and this suggests the construction of a corresponding primitive ideal 

following the passage from classical to quantum mechanics. To do this we must eliminate half 

the phase space variables or "polarize" the symplectic manifold G/Gf. This can be interpreted 

as finding a subgroup P of G containing Gf such that dim G/P = (1/2) dim(G/Gf) and 

such that / still defines a character on P. Let p denote the Lie algebra of P. Since 

([rr,y],/) = 0, V x,y E p there exists a one dimension p module kf in which x E p acts 

by multiplication through f(x). Set / ( / ) = Ann (u(g) <8>(/(p) fc/^. One may show ([9], 

Chaps. 5, 6) that / ( / ) E Prim U(g), that / ( / ) is independent of the choice of polarization 

and that the map / i—• / ( / ) factors to a topological isomorphism of g*/G onto Prim U(g). 

Finally ([9], 4.9.23) each primitive quotient U(g)/I(f) is isomorphic to a Weyl algebra of 

index ^ dim G/Gf. We remark that if g is a real nilpotent Lie algebra, then the unitary 

irreducible representations of G are also indexed by /G. 

1.3. The semisimple case - preliminary theory. 

1.3.1. Let Z{g) denote the centre of U(g). Let M be a simple U(g) module. By 

Quillen's lemma ([9], 2.6.4) each x E EndgM is algebraic over k and hence EndgM reduces 

to scalars. We conclude that P n P f l Z(g) defines a map of Prim U(g) into Max Z(g). 
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If g is nilpotent, each P E Prim U(g) is a maximal ideal ([9], 4.7.4). This fails in general. 

For g semisimple we shall see that the above map has finite fibres. Even this is false for g 

solvable. 

1.3.2. Take P E Spec U(g) and let C(P; g) denote the centre of Fract(U(g)/P). One 

may show that P E Prim U(g) if and only if C(P; g) reduces to scalars ([26], Sect. 4). This 

shows that Prim U(g) is the same for left and right simple modules. If the radical of g is 

nilpotent it is enough that U(g)/P to have trivial centre for a prime ideal P to be primitive. 

For g semisimple this holds if P D Z(g) E Max Z(g). Finally we remark that every prime 

ideal is an intersection of primitive ideals ([9], 3.1.15). 

1.3.3. From now on we assume g semisimple. Let h be a Cartan subalgebra of 

R C h* the set of non-zero roots, a choice of positive roots, B C R+ the corresponding 

set of simple roots, W the (Weyl) group generated by the reflections sa : a G R^~ and p the 

half sum of the positive roots. For each a G R, let Xa be the corresponding element of a 

Chevalley basis for g and X h-> lX the corresponding Chevalley antiautomorphism defined 

by tXa = X-a : a G R. Set av = 2a/(a,a). Let g — n+ © h 0 n~ be the triangular 

decomposition of g defined by the above choices. 

Call A G h* dominant if (A,av) £ - l , - 2 , - - - , V a G R+ and regular if (A,a) ^ 

0, V a G R. For each A E h? let k\_p denote the one dimensional 6 := h © n+ module with 

highest weight A — p and set M(A) = U(g) <8>t7(6) k\_p which is generally called a Verma 

module. Unlike the nilpotent case we do not get all primitive ideals as annihilators of 

induced modules; in fact a modest change of point of view is necessary. For the moment 

we note that (Ann M(A)) fl Z(g) E Max Z(g) and the resulting element %A € Max Z(g) is 

independent of the choice of A in its Weyl group orbit A. On the other hand M(A) identifies 

with U(n~) as a U(n~) module and so Endn-M(X) = U(n~) which is an integral domain. 

Since the diagonal action of n~ on U(g)/Ann M(A) is locally nilpotent it follows that the 

latter is an integral domain and so Ann M(A) E Specc U(g). By the remark in 1.3.2 it follows 

that Ann M(A) E Primc U(g) even though M(A) may not be simple (though it is always of 

finite length). One may show ([9], 8.4.3) that Ann M(A) = XA U(g) and so is minimal as a 

primitive ideal. On the other hand the reductivity of g implies that there is a unique maximal 

two-sided ideal oiU(g) containing XA U(g). 
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1.3.4. Let V be the projection of U(g) onto U(k) defined by the decomposition 

U(g) = U(k) © (n~U(g) + U(g)n*~). Since /1 is commutative, U(h) identifies with the set of 

all polynomial functions on /1*. For each A £ k* we define a bilinear form < , > \ on U(g) 

through < a, b >\= P('a6)(A — p). One easily checks that <, > \ is symmetric and g invariant 

with respect to the Chevalley antiautomorphism. Again 

ker <,>A D U(g)n+ -f 
XW 

l % ) ( # - (A - p)(H)) = Ann^ )(1 0 kx_p) 

and so factors to a form on the Verma module M(A). It is called the contravariant form on 

M(A). 

We define the O category to be the category of U(g) modules M satisfying 

(i) dim U(b)m < oo, <<XV m £ M . 

(ii) M =where each XXB<: where each BN<:= {m € Aijifm = n(H)m} is finite dimensional. 

(iii) dim(Z(g)/Annzrg\M) < oo . 

This category is closed under subquotients, finite direct sums, but not necessarily exten

sions. One checks that M(/i) € ObO, V fi £ h*. 

Given M 6 ObO define 5(M) = { ^ 6 M*|*7(6)£ < 00} where the action of g on M* is 

taken with respect to the Chevalley antiautomorphism. One checks that 6(M) £ ObO and 

S is contravariant, exact and £2 = Id. The above construction of a non-zero contravariant 

form on M(A) defines a non-zero map M(A) —• £M(A) whose image we denote by L(X). One 

checks that L(X) is simple and indeed is the unique simple quotient of M(A). Furthermore 

J(A) := Ann L(\) £ Prim U(g) and satisfies V(A) = J(A). Clearly each simple module in 

ObO is of this form. Making use of primary decomposition with respect to Z(g), it follows 

that each M £ ObO has finite length. Furthermore both [L(\)] : A £ h* and [M(A)] : A £ h* 

are bases for the Grothendieck group of objects in O. We shall prove Duflo's theorem (1.3.7) 

which asserts that every primitive ideal is some J(A). 

1.3.5. Let M,N be U(g) modules. Define Horn q< (M, N) as a U(g) ® U(g) module 
v "v v 

through ((a (g) 6) • x)m = ( axb)m where a i-> a denotes the principal antiautomorphism. 
.v 

Define i : £ -> £ x £ through j ( X ) = (X, V X £ £ and set = Define (M ® N)* as 

a {7(s0 0 U(g) through the principal antiautomorphism. Let L(M, iV) (resp. L(M 0 N)*) 
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denote the corresponding submodule of locally k finite elements. Now take M, N G ObO. The 

canonical isomorphism Hom^M, Homk(N,k))-^Homk(N ® M,fc) gives an isomorphism 

L(M,6N)^+L(N <g> Mf by taking fc locally finite parts. We set L(M(X) ® M(ji))* = 

L(—A, — J L X ) . It identifies with the module obtained by coinduction from the one dimensional 

representation k_^_p^ <g) k_^_p^ of b x b and taking k locally finite parts. It is called a 

principal series module. One has a non-degenerate bilinear pairing L(A,//) x L(—A, — fi) —> k 

which is g x g invariant with respect to the principal antiautomorphism (see [9], 9.6.9 for 

the "diagonal" A = /i case). 

1.3.6. Take A G h* dominant. Then M(-A) is a simple module so M(—A) = SM(-X) 

(1.3.4). By Kostant's theorem ([9], 9.6.6) the action of U(g) on M(—A) defines an isomorphism 

of U(g)/J(-\) onto L(M(-A) ,M(-A)) S L(A, A). (This observation is due to N. Conze [34], 

6.9). Given M a submodule of M(A) define <pM : L(M(X) <g> M(A))* -* L(M(A) ® M)* 

by restriction. By the remarks in 1.3.4 one has Ann M(X) = XA^XsO = (X-A^(flO)V = 
~~ v ~~ 

J(—A)v. Thus given a two-sided ideal J of U(g)/Ann M(A), it follows that J identifies with 

a U(g) ® U(g) submodule of L(A, A). 
V 

LEMMA. - The orthogonal of J in L(—A, —A) coincides with ker <PJM(\) - ̂ n particular 
the map J • JM(X) is injective. 

By definition, 

ker V>JM(A) = € £(-A, -A)|z(m <g> n) = 0, V m G M(A), V n G JM(A)} . 

= G A, — A)|(l ® J)x = 0}, by transposition , 

= {x G L(-A, -A) | < a:, (1 ® J)y > = 0, V y G £(A, A)} 
v 

= {x G Ir(—A, —A) < x, J >— 0} , as required 
1.3.7. We easily conclude from 1.3.6 that J = Ann(M(X)/JM(A)). Now assume 

that J G Spec (U(g)/Ann M(A)). Since M(X)/JM(X) has finite length it follows that 

J = i4nn L(fj.) for some simple subquotient of M(A)/JM(A). This proves Duflo's theorem 

[3.5], namely 

THEOREM. - The map X I—> J(A) of h? into Prim U(g) is surjective. In particular 

the map J H J n Z(g) of Prim U(g) into Max Z(g) has fibres being the distinct J(wX) : 

w G W. 
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1.3.8. One may improve 1.3.7 to give an equivalence of categories. Let H denote 

category of all U(g) ®U(g) modules V such that 

(i) dim U(k)v < oo, V v e V. 

(ii) V =where each Va where Va denotes the direct sum of all simple finite dimensional k 

modules of type a and dim Va < oo. 

(iii) dim{Z{g) ® Z(g))/Annz^z^g)V < oo 

(Of course (i) =4> (ii) but we keep the above formulation to emphasize the analogy with the 

O category). 

Now fix A € h* dominant and letVNW<<<XX (resp. ^ ^ ° ) denote the subcategory of H of 

U(g) <g> U(g) modules annihilated by 1 ® X\ (resp. a power of the latter). Given M 6 ObO 

we have L(M(A),M) G ObH^. (Here one checks property (ii) by taking M = 8M(p) 

and using Probenius reciprocity). We remark that any exact sequence 0 —• N —> N' —* 

M(A) 0 in O must split by primary decomposition and the dominance of A. Hence M(A) 

is projective in O and so it is easy to deduce that T : M H-> L(M(A),M) is an exact 

functor. A standard canonical isomorphism shows that it admits T' : V »—¥ V ®u(g) -^(A) 

as an adjoint functor. Now let L = M\jM<i be a simple subquotient of M(A). We claim 

that V := £(M(A), L) is either zero or a simple module. By the exactness of T one has 

L(M(A),X)^L(M(A),Mi) /X(M(A),M2). Set J{ = L(M(A),M,) : % = 1,2 which identify 

with submodules of L(M(X), M(A)). Using the projectivity of M(A) one may compute the 

multiplicity of a k type E in L(M(A), M(A)) to be exactly dim E— and this coincides with 

the multiplicity of E in the submodule U(g)/Ann M(A) by Kostant's theorem. Hence Ji, J2 

identify with ideals of U(g)/Ann M(A) and the assertion results from 1.3.6. 

Since L(M(A),M(A)) identifies with A := U(g)/Ann M(A) it follows that TT' acts 

like the identity on A, hence on any module of the form E ® A where E is finite dimen

sional. Take V £ ObH^ to be finitely generated as a U(g) (8) U(g) module. By (ii), V 

is finitely generated as a left U(g) module. This leads to an exact sequence E\ ® A —> 

E2 <8> A —> V —> 0 and right exactness of TT' implies that TT' acts like the identity on 

any finitely generated module in ObW\. In particular every simple object in Ob'H^ takes 

the form L(M(A),L(/i)) : fj, E h*. (Moreover since L(M(A),L(fi)) is a submodule of the 
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principal series module L(M(X),6M(fi)) & L(- /x , -A) , Frobenius reciprocity implies that 

fjL — A E P(R) : = \y € &*|(^, ocv) E V a E -R}.) In particular the number of isomorphism 

classes of simple objects in H in which Z(g) <g) Z(g) acts by a fixed scalar is bounded by 

card W. We conclude that each V E ObH has finite length using property 1.3.8(ii). 

Finally take A regular and \i E A 4- P{R)- One shows that the k type with extreme 

weight A — fx which occurs in L(M(A), 6M(/z)) by Frobenius reciprocity, cannot occur in any 

L(M(A), 8M(ti')) with fj, ^ fir E fi — f^B. (This is easy for very dominant A. It is then deduced 

for A dominant, regular by the translation principle - see 2.1.1.). It therefore must occur in 

L(M(\),L(fi)) which is hence non-zero. Let 0\ denote the subcategory of O of all modules 

whose weights lie in À := A + P(R). 

THEOREM. - Take \ £ h* dominant and regular. The functor M i-> L(M(A),M) 

with adjoint V H V ®u(g) defines an equivalence of categories from to . 

Remark. - The above material was drawn from [4,13]. 

1.3.9. In the above theorem one has d(T(M)) = 2d(M). Geometrically the above result 

corresponds to the bijective relation between B orbits in the flag manifold G/B and K orbits 

in G/B x G/B which K denotes the diagonal copy of G x G and B a Borel subgroup of 

G. In the above our restriction to may be considered rather unnatural. Indeed let 

be the category obtained from by admitting extensions and < oo, V v e V. < oo, V v : p, E h? /W the 

corresponding Z(g) primary component. Soergel [28] has shown that the categories 

and < oo, V v e V. equivalent for A regular, whereCVNNXB denotes the corresponding Z(g) (g) Z(g) 

primary component with respect to the maximal ideal defined by (//, A). (See 3.1.9 below). 
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Chapter 2. 

2.1. Duflo's involutions. 

2.1.1. We saw in 1.3.7 that the maps A J(A) —• x\ °f k* to Prim U(g) to Max Z(g) 

are both surjective. A basic question now is to describe how Prim U(g) sits between h* and 

h*/W. The result turns out to depend on the extent to which A is integral. In fact the case 

A integral exte/ids to the general case by replacing W by its Weyl subgroup W\ generated 

by those sa : (av, A) £ 2Z. For expository purposes we shall therefore restrict to the case A 

integral i.e. when A 6 P(R)- Here we can take A E P(R)+ := {p. E P(R)\i is dominant} 

without loss of generality. Set P(i2)++ = P(R)+ -f p which is just the set of regular elements 

of P(R)+. The fibres for A £ P(R)+ are a degeneration of those for A E P(R)++ so it is 

convenient to also assume A regular. Set := {J(w\jpv E W}. This is the inverse image 

of XA M Prim U(g). A result of Borho-Jantzen ([6], Sect. 2) asserts that X\ viewed as an 

ordered set is independent of the choice of A £ P(R)~*~~*~ and suggests that its structure should 

be expressible in terms of the combinatorics of W. This is just one of many such results called 

translation principles. 

2.1.2. From now on we fix A £ P(R)++. We have seen that [M(wX)], [L(w\)] :w eW 

form two bases of the Grothendieck group of the subcategory of O of all modules annihilated 

by a power of \X- Identify [M(tuA)] with w and then [-L(tuA)] by linearity with an element 

a(w) £ 7LW. The a(w) : w £ W play a fundamental role in the description of X ^ . The truth of 

the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture gives moreover a recipe for their computation [3,7,22]. (The 

results of [3] are reviewed and extended in Kashiwara's lectures appearing in this collection.) 

2.1.3. Recall (1.3.2) that J H-* J := J/Ann M(A) sets up to bijection between 2L\ and 

Spec(U(g)/Ann M(A)). As before we set A\ — U(g)/Ann M(A) (or simply, A). By 1.3.8, A 

is artinian as a bimodule. We conclude that to each P £ Spec A there exists a unique minimal 

ideal Q of A strictly containing P. As a bimodule Q/P is simple and coincides with the socle 

of U(g)/P. By the inequality in 1.1.5 we have d(U(g)/Q) < d(U(g)/P). More generally we 

shall say that a U(g) module M is quasi-simple if M has finite length, Soc M is simple and 
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d(M/Soc M) < d(M). We have seen that every prime quotient of A is quasi-simple and the 

converse is easily established. Then by 1.3.8 and 1.3.9 the quasi-simple quotients of M(A) 

take the form M (A)/PM(A) : P G Spec A\ and index the elements of Spec A\. We can write 

Soc(M(\)lPM(\)) = L(crp\) for some <rp € W. We shall soon see that ap is an involution. 

2.1.4. One of the advantages of the equivalence of categories theorem is that bimodules 

have clearly more structure. In particular we have an automorphism rj of U(g) ® U(g) defined 

by n(a <g> b) = b <g) a. For each U(g) <g) U(g) module V let V71 denote the U(g) ® U(g) module 

obtained by transport of structure. One checks that V € ObH V11 € ObH. It is clear that 

L(-^,-i/)T? = < oo, V v e V.W<< Now recall (with A € P(i2)++) that 6M(w\) admits L(w\) as 

its socle and so £(M(A), 6M(w\)) = L(—w\, —A) admits a simple socle which we denote by 

V(—w\, —A). We shall prove in the sequel (3.2.11(ii)) that L( -wA,-A) ^ L( -A, -w^X) . 

This gives L(—w\, -A)77 ^ L(-w_1A, -A) . The latter has F(-w_1A, -A) as its simple 

socle and so we conclude that V(—w\, — A)7? = V(—w~^X,—\). Let J be an ideal of 

U(g)/Ann M(A) viewed as a submodule of EndkM(\). Since Ann M(A) is a primitive 

ideal (1.3.3) one has f(Ann M(A)) = Ann M(A) by 1.3.4 and 1.3.7. Thus l3 is denned 

and one easily checks that lJ is isomorphic to J11 as a U(g) (8) U(g) module. Now suppose 

P := J e Spec(U(g)/Ann M(A)) and define Q as 2.1.3. Then by 1.3.4 we have XP = P 

and so lQ = Q. Consequently Q/P ^ L(M(\), L(crP\)) = y(-<7/>A,-A) is isomorphic to 

(̂—CTp1 A, — A) and hence up — ap1. We call crp the Duflo involution associated to P. Let 

E° denote the set of all Duflo involutions. We have proved 

PROPOSITION. - The map P ^ aP is a bisection oj Spec{JJ(g)lAnn M(A)) onto 
W< 

Here we recall that A G P(P)++. By translation principles S° is independent of the 

choice of A. 

2.1.5. The Duflo involutions play a key role in the study of Prim U(g) and are also of 

some importance in the study of the so-called Hecke algebra. This will be noted in the sequel. 
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2.2. Some applications of Gelfand-Kirillov dimension. 

2.2.1. We prove below two lemmas on Gelfand-Kirillov dimension which simplify 

considerably subsequent analysis. 

LEMMA. - Let M, N be simple U(g) modules. If L(M, N) ^ 0, then d(M) = d(N). 

Let E be a finite dimensional U(g) module. One easily shows that d(E ® M) = d(M). 

Now if L(M, N) ^ 0, we have 0 ̂  Homg(E, Horn Q (M, N)) ^ Homg{E <g> M, iV), for some 

E finite dimensional and hence N is a quotient of E(&M. Consequently d(N) < d(E®M) — 

d(M). Again Homg(E, Horn Q (M,iV)) = Homg(M, E* ® N) and so M is a submodule 

of E* (8) N. Consequently d(M) < d(E* 0 N) = d(N), proving the assertion. 

2.2.2. LEMMA. - Any Verma module M(fi) is quasi-simple. 

As a U(n~) module M(/i) is isomorphic to U(n~). Since U(n~) is an integral domain of 

finite Gelfand-Kirillov dimension, it follows that d(U(n~)/U(n~)a) < d(U(nT)) for any a G 

U(n~) different to O. A fortiori d(M(/j,)/M) < d(M(fi)) for any non-zero U(g) submodule 

M of M(fi). (We remark that G.K. dimension calculated with respect to U(g) and U(n~) 

coincide for modules with a locally finite U{b) action - e.g. in the O category.) It follows 

that any two non-zero submodules of M{p) have non-zero intersection and since M(p) has 

finite length, this proves the assertion. 

2.2.3. It is clear from 2.2.2 that the socle L of any Verma module M{p) is again 

a Verma module. Indeed L is clearly a simple highest weight module say L{y) and the 

canonical surjection M(v)—*+L(y) is an isomorphism because d(L(u)) = d(M(p,)) = d(M(u)). 

More generally any g homomorphism between Verma modules is necessarily injective and 

determined up to scalars. 

2.2.4. Let M(p,) : \i G h? be a Verma module and fix a highest weight vector (of 

weight fx — p) for M{p). Let a be a simple root. Set k := (av,/x) and assume that A; is an 

integer > 0. One easily checks that ae^ is a highest weight vector and has weight sap, — p. 

This gives an embedding of M(sap,) into M{fi). Now recall our convention that A G P(i?)++ 

and let WQ be the longest element of W. It follows that for all w G W we have an embedding 

M(WQ\) c—> M(w\). Since M(WQ\) is a simple module one has Soc M(w\) = M(WQ\). 
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LEMMA. - For all w eW the embedding U(g)/Ann M(w\) «-* L(M(w\),M(w\)) 

is an isomorphism. 

By 2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 we conclude that L(M(w\)/M(wo\),M(w\)) = 0 and hence 

that the map L(M(wX), M(w\)) -> L(M(WQ\),M(W\)) is an embedding which by 2.2.1 

and 2.2.2 has image in L(M(WQX), M(WQX)). A S we have seen the latter coincide with 

U(g)/Ann M(WQ\) by Kostant's theorem and the simplicity of M(WQ\). 

2.2.5. We note without proof the following generalization of Bernstein's inequality 

([23]). 

LEMMA. - For any finitely generated U(g) module M 

one has 2d(M) > d(U(g)/Ann M). 

2.2.6. PROPOSITION. - Let M,N be simple U(g) modules. Then 

L(M,N) e ObH. 

Property (i) of 1.3.8 holds by construction, whilst property (iii) is obvious. It remains 

to prove property (ii). We must show that if {<Pi}i€l 18 a basis for Homg(M,E* ® N) : E* 

finite dimensional then card I < oo. Since EndgM reduces to scalars by Quillen's lemma, 

one easily checks that Et€irv?,(M) is a direct sum for any finite subset F of I. Since we can 

assume d(M) = d(N) by 2.2.1 we conclude that e(M)(card F) < e(N) dim E* (where e(-) 

denotes Bernstein multiplicity) and this bound proves the lemma. 

Remark. Let M, N be simple U(g) modules. Does L(M, N) ^ 0 imply L(iV, M) ^ 0 ? 

This holds in the O category because SN = N for JV simple, whereas L(6M, SN) = L(iV, M)*1. 

2.2.7. COROLLARY. - Let M be a simple U(g) module. Then L(M,M) is a 

primitive noetherian ring. Furthermore the embedding U(g)/Ann M <—> L(M, M) defines an 

embedding of rings of fractions. 

Set A = U(g)/Ann M, Af = L(M, M). Since A! e ObH, it has finite length and so 

by property 1.3.8(h) it is generated as a U(g) — U(g) bimodule (and hence as a left U(g) 

module) by a finite dimensional k stable subspace. Then the noetherianity of A implies the 

noetherianity of A'. Now let 5 6 A be regular. We show that s is regular in A'. Choose 

a e A' such that sa = 0. Then Aa is a quotient of A/As and so d(Aa) < d(A/As) < d(A) 
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by the regularity of s. Yet d(AaA) = d(Aa) by the k flniteiiess of A'. Set V = AaA and 

suppose V ^ O . Then VM = M by the simplicity of M and so Ann V = Ann M as a left 

?7(<7) module. Similarly Ann V = Ann M as a right {/(<;) module. Since Ann M is a prime 

ideal and V has finite length we conclude that V has a simple subquotient Vb w^h left and 

right annihilators equal to Ann M. The corresponding module Lo in the O category satisfies 

Ann £o = Ann M and so d(Vo) = 2a*(£o) > d(U(g)/Ann LQ) = d(A), which contradicts 

d(V) < d(A) and so proves that a = 0. Similarly as = 0 : a E A' implies a = 0. 

Finally let S denote the set of regular elements of A. Then flatness of localization gives 

an embedding Fract A = S~XA 5~1A/ := S~XA ®A A1. By the above the latter is a 

noetherian module over the simple artinian ring 5"~1A, hence artinian from which it follows 

that S^A1 identifies with Fract A'. 

Remark. Set ZM = rk L(M.M) 
rk(U{g)IAtin M) 

which is defined and a positive integer by the 

above result. It is an interesting invariant of M. Let M = L(wX) : A € P ( i l ) " H ~ . Then zyi 

depends only on w and one may show [20] that ZM divides the order of a certain finite group 

associated to the two-sided cell (see 3.2.16) containing w. 

2.2.8. A key fact which leads to an in depth analysis of rk(V(g)/J(wX) is the following. 

L E M M A . - Lei a be a Duflo involution. Then the embedding 

Fract(U(g)/Ann L(cxX)) <—» Fract L(L(aX)1L(aX)) is an isomorphism. 

Set P = Ann L(aX), N = M(\)/PM(X). Recall that N is quasi-simple with socle 

L(crX). Since M(A) is projective in 0 , the natural map L ( M ( A ) , M ( A ) ) -* L(M{\),N) is 

surjective. By 2.2.4 we deduce a surjective map U(g)/Ann M(X)—^L(M(X)1 N) coming from 

the action of U(g) on M(A) . On the other hand the action of U(g) on its quotient JV gives 

embeddings U(g)/Ann N «-> L(N, N) <-» L(M(A) , N) and so we conclude that we have an iso

morphism U(g)/Ann i V - ^ L ( i V , N). Furthermore the isomorphism L(iV, N)-^->L(M(A), N) 

defines an isomorphism L(N1 L(c\))-^-*L(M(\), L(crA)), since the latter is a simple module. 

Since d(N/L((jXj) < d(L(a\)) it follows by 2.2.1 that the natural map 

L(N,L(a\))-^L{L((j\),L((j\)) =: A! is an embedding. Let I denote its image which 

identifies with a left ideal of A' and is a right U(g) module. Let J denote the right annihilator 

of i" in Af. Then J is a left U(g) module and J ^ 0 implies JL(a\) = L(a\) and so 
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IL(a\) = 0 contradicting that <p is an embedding and L(JV, L(a\)) ^ 0. Since Af is a prime, 

noetherian ring (2.2 .7) we conclude that J is an essential left ideal of A'. Yet I identifies 

with the socle of the prime noetherian subring U(g)/Ann L(cr\) viewed as a U(g) bimodule 

and so the assertion follows. 

Remarks. The above result was drawn from [15],I. We saw that 

Soc L(L(cr\),L(a\)) = L(M(A) ,L(<JA)) . This suggests that a G £° may lead to an idempo-

tent. In fact E° leads to certain important idempotents in the Hecke algebra. For further 

details see [18-20,24,25]. 

2.2.9. Let M be a finitely generated U(g) module. We recall that 

2d(M) > d(U(g)/Ann M) > d(M). We call M holonomic if 2d(M) = d(U(g)/Ann M) and 

strongly holonomic if this equality holds for all subquotients of M. 

We remark that for U (g), Gelfand-Kirillov dimension has the following two properties 

(see [23] for example). 

(i) d(M) = max{d(N),d(M/N)}, for any submodule N of M (partivity). 

(ii) If M = Mi D Mi ~D - •, then <f(M t/M J + i) < <f(M), V i » 0 (finite partivity). 

Both are proved by passing to gr U(g) and using the Hilbert-Samuel polynomial. Even 

(i) fails for arbitrary finitely generated rings. 

Call M d-homogeneous (resp. d-critical) if d(M) = d(N) (resp. d(M/N) < d(M)) for 

any non-zero submodule N of M. By (i), d-critical =^ d-homogeneous and these properties 

pass to submodules. Then by (ii), every module M has a d-critical submodule. Noetherianity 

implies that we can find a "c?-critical chain" M = M i 2 - ^ 2 2 " < oo, V v e V. < oo, V v e* = 0 such that 

MJ/MJ^I is d-critical for each 1 < i < n. 

Gelfand-Kirillov dimension satisfies ideal invariance, namely d(I ®u(g) M) < d(M) for 

every two-sided i" of U(g). Assume that IJ C Ann M, for two-sided ideals / , J of U(g). 

Then we have a surjective map I ®u(g) (M/JM) -> IM and hence d(IM) < d(I ®u(g) 

M/JM) < d(M/JM). Consequently if M is ^-critical either IM = 0 or JM = 0, that is 

Ann M G Spec U(g). 

Let Hoi denote the category of finitely generated modules M for which 
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(i) M is strongly holonomic. 

(ii) Annz^g}M has finite codimension in Z(g). 

PROPOSITION. - Each M e Ob Hoi has finite length. 

We can assume that Annz^M G Max Z(g) and M is d-critical without loss of  

generality. Consequently there exists A € k* dominant such that M is a module over  

A := U(g)/Ann M(A) and P := AnnAM 6 Spec A. Define Q^P as in 2.1.3. Clearly  

Q2 = Q. Set N = QM, which is a non-zero submodule of M. The assertion will result  

from noetherian induction if we can show that N is simple. Let No be a proper non-zero  

submodule of N. Then d(N/No) < d(N) because N is c?-critical. Since M is strongly holo 

nomic we obtain d(U(g)/Ann(N/N0)) = 2d(N/N0) = 2d(N) = 2d(M) = d(U(g)/Ann M)  

and consequently Ann (N/No)^P which implies Ann(N/No) D Q. Hence QN C No which  

contradicts QN = Q2M = QM = N. 

2.2.10. It is easy to show that modules in (notation 1.3.9.) are holonomic, hence  

strongly holonomic. Using the fidelity of the Casselman functor Vogan ([39], Cor. 4.7)  

showed that the category of (g,k) admissible modules with central character are strongly  

holonomic. (Here k is the set of fixed points of an involution of g.) More generally Gabber  

(unpublished) proved the following. Let V(M) denote the associated variety of M (defined  

by taking a good filtration on M and setting V(M) = {set of zeros of Ann gr M}). 

THEOREM. - Suppose V(M)nn~ = {0} and (ii) above holds. Then M is holonomic.  
(In particular M G Ob Hoi). 

We sketch very briefly the proof which is not particularly difficult. We can assume  

AnnZ(g)M € Max Z(g) without loss of generality. Then V(M) C V(Annu^M) C N  

(variety of nilpotent elements). Now one knows (Spaltenstein [38], 2.8) for any nilpotent  

orbit C that dim(C fl n+) = \ dim C. Since Af/G is finite this implies that for any.G  

stable subvariety W C N one has dim(W fl n+) = \ dim W. Taking W = V(Annu^M)  

this implies the required assertion if V(M) C n+, noting that d(M) = dim V(M) and  

d(U(g)/Ann M) — dim V(Annu^M). The general case obtains by deforming V(M) into  

n+. In fact choose H G h such that a(H) G 1N+ for every a G R*~ and define ip : k* h-» Endj^g  

by ip(t)X = t~mX when [H,X] = mX. Set S = {(t,<p(t)y) : t / 0, y G V(M)} and 
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Vo = § fl {{0} x £*}. One checks that dim Vo = dim V(M). Moreover identifying Vo with 

its image under the canonical projection 7r : A1 x g* —> one checks that the hypothesis 

implies that Vo C b. On the other hand Vo C W C N and so Vo C (ra+ fl W) as required. 

Remark. Suppose M is (<7,fc) admissible and dim(Z(g)/Anng^M) < oo. We can 

always choose h, such that k + b~ = £ (where 6~ = /1 + n~). Since dim U(k)m < 

oo, V m € M, it follows that V(M) C fc"1. Yet k1 fl (6-)1 = 0 and (ft-)1 = n~, so M 

satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem. Of course, this result also applies if M 6 and 

more generally for so-called Whittaker modules. 

2.3. The Goldie rank additivity principle. 

2.3.1. As before we fix A G P(R)++ and fi G P(R). Set V = L(M(A),L(^)) which 

by 1.3.8 is a simple U(g) bimodule. Consider V as a left A! := L(L(^), L(fi)) and right 

U(g) module. Since L(ii) is simple it follows that left multiplication defines an embedding 

A! Endu^V. 

PROPOSITION. - One has A'^+Endui<g)V. 

Let us first show that Endu^V is k locally finite. This means the following. Given 

0 G Endu^V and X G £, we define Bx G Endu^V through $x(v) = X0(v) - 0(Xv). We 

must show that this action is locally finite. Set [X, v] = Xv — vX. Then 

(*) ex(v) = [X,6(v)]-9([X,v]) 

Now since V is simple and locally k finite, there exists a finite dimensional subspace Vb 

which is k stable and generates V as a bimodule, hence as a right U(g) module. Obviously 

0(Vb) = 0=> 0{V) = 0=>6 = 0. Now by (*) we have 

Ox(V0)c[X,0(Vo)] + 9(y0) 

from which we conclude that 0x(VQ) C U(k)0(Vo) which is a finite dimensional subspace of 

V. Combined with the previous observation this proves the required assertion. 

To prove the proposition it remains to compare k types. Indeed we must show that 

(**) HomgXg(E (g) k, EndkV) ^ Homg (£, EndkL{p)) 
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for every finite dimensional simple g module. Here the g_ (or g_ x g) action on Endk(-) means 

the diagonal action. In fact the left hand side of (**) is isomorphic to 

HomgXg (V ® (E ® fc), V) S HomgXg(L (M(A), L(/x) ® , V ) , 

S ifom£X£(T(L(fi) ®E),T(L(/i))), 

Slom£(I(/i)®E,L(/i)) 

by the equivalence of categories theorem. The latter is isomorphic to the right hand side of 
W< 

2.3.2. Retain the above notation and let E be a finite dimensional g module. Appro

priate identifications give 

COROLLARY. - One has A' <g> End E-^Endu^L (M(A), E <g> £(//)). 

2.3.3. Let M be a U(g) module of finite length. We call (see 2.1.3) 

M = M\ 2M22 • • • < oo, V v e V. = 0 a quasi-composition series for M if d(Mi/Mi+\) = d(M) and 

Mj/Mj+i is quasi-simple for each i. One easily checks that M admits a quasi-composition 

series under the additional hypothesis that M is {/-homogeneous. Now take M = E® L(fji). 

As in 2.2.1 it follows that M is c?-homogeneous and we set L,- = 5'oc(Mj/Mt_|_i) which is a 

simple highest weight module. It is clear that the L{ are exactly the simple subquotients of 

M satisfying d(Li) = d(M). 

THEOREM. - One has 

rk £(L(/z),L(/x)) dim E = 
i 

rk L(Li,Li) . 

We sketch briefly how 2.3.3 results from 2.3.2. The quasi-composition series for E®L(IJL) 

gives rise by the equivalence of categories theorem to a quasi-composition series for V' := 

L(M(\),E (8) L(fi)) with factors V{ := L(M(A),M,7Mj+i). Let / denote the annihilator 

of L(M(\),E ® L(/JL)) considered as a right U(g) module and set A = U(g)/L Clearly 

I coincides with the annihilator of L (M(A), L(fjt)) as a right U(g) module. The latter is a 

simple U(g) bimodule and using n and the equivalence of categories theorem we may compute 

i" and show in particular that it is primitive. Let S denote the set of regular elements of 

A. By Goldie's theorem we may form the simple artinian ring AS"1. Then the right 
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AS"1 module V'S"1 inherits a composition series with the VJ5""1 as factors (terms of lower 

Gelfand-Kirillov dimension disappear on passage to fractions). As in 2.2.7 one shows that 

V'S"1 is a left Fract A' <g) End E module and by 2.3.2 that left multiplication gives an 

isomorphism 

Fract A' ® End E-^EndAS-i(V'S~l) 

Consequently the length of V'S"1 as a right AS"1 module coincides with rk(A! <g) 

End E) = rk A' dim E. On the other hand set A!i = L(Lt-,L,-),V i. Then one shows 

that each < oo, V v e V. is a left Fract A!i module and by 2.3.1 that left multiplication gives an 

isomorphism 

Fract A'^End^-xwwwiiViS'1) . 

Consequently the length of V{S 1 as a right AS 1 coincides with rk A^. Finally 

comparison of lengths gives the assertion of the theorem. 

2.3.4. For each tDG^we define the Goldie rank functions 

Pw(p) = rk (U(g)/Ann L(wp)) , qw(p) = rk L(L(wp),L(wp)) V p. 6 P(R)+ 

COROLLARY. -

(i) qw extends to a polynomial on h* . 

(ii) Pw extends to a polynomial on h* 

(iii) zw := qw/pw € 1N+ . 

Fix d e N and let 0(d) denote the subcategory of all M € ObO satisfying d(M) < d. 

Let C(d) denote the set of all formal characters of modules in O(d). This admits the 

ch L(u) : d(L(u)) < d as a basis. Define an additive function gj on C(d) by 

gd(ch L(y)) = 0 
rk L(L(v),L(y)) 

: d(L(u)) < d, 
• : d(L(v)) = d 

It follows from 2.3.3 that 

(1) gd ((ch E)x) = dim E gd(X) 
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for all x € C(d) and all finite dimensional U(g) modules E. 

Now each w G W we define Xw(v) := ch L(wp) : \x G P(R)++. As noted in 2.1.2 there 

exist a(w, y) £ TL such that 

< oo, V v e V. 
yew 

щ ш ш ш < oo, V v e V. 

(By the translation principle, the a(w,y) do not depend on fi). Now the right hand side is 

defined for all fi G P(R) and we use this to define Xu;(aO?V \I G P(R)> (Here one should 

remark that if Xw(n) ^ 0 : \i G P(-R)+ then Xw(/-0 = L[w\i)\ it is may also vanish for 

fi G P(P)+). From the formula 

ch М(уц) = 
< oo, V v e 

Паея+(1-е-а) 

one checks for all v G P(#)+ that 

(2) < oo, V v e 
<zew 

t2V XW 
X< 

< oo, V v e V. 
< oo, V v e V. 

Through the Weyl character formula for ch E we obtain from (1) by induction on O(^) := 

< oo, V v e V. bui G P(#)+) that 

(3) 9d 
o, V V. 

o v e V. X = \W\gd(X) 

Now take w G W and d — d(L(wfi)) : \i G P(P)++. (One may show that d(L(wfi)) is 

independent of the choice of \i by translation principles). Setting V>(aO — 9d(Xw(l*)) : A* € 

P(JR) we obtain from (2) and (3) that 

zeW 
ф{и + an/) = IW№(AO, v I/ G Р ( Д ) + , A* e Р ( Д ) . 

By Pittie's theorem ip extends to a polynomial on h* (even a W harmonic polynomial). 

This proves (i). (ii) obtains from (i), 2.1.4 and 2.2.8. 

For (iii) one first notes taking M = L(wp) in 2.2.7 that zw(fi) := qw(n)I'Pw(n) € №+. 

Simple growth rate estimates which we omit shows that zw(fi) is uniformly bounded on 
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P(R)+ and hence zw(p) is constant on some Zariski dense subset, hence constant by (i) and 

W< 

2.3.5. One may compute the qw rather explicitly, although the details are rather 

involved. First recall the definition of a(w) G 7LW given in 2.1.2. We note without proof 

the following 

THEOREM. - Fix w G W. Let m(w) denote the least integer > 0 such that 

aiw-^p171^ ^ 0. Then 

(i) d(L(w\)) = \R+\-m(w) , 

(ii) qw = c aiw-^p™^) 

for some non-zero rational scalar c. 

Remarks. The results above were drawn from [15] with improvements due to Jantzen 

[12]. The precise value of c is as yet unknown (see [19], [29]). Note the remarkable equality 

deg qw + d(L(w\)) = \R\ which expresses the not quite true general idea that Goldie rank 

increases with the size of J G X_y Note that some information on Prim U(g) is contained 

in the values of the a(w). This represents a general phenomenon and was an important 

guideline in the study of Prim U(g). The distinct pw can be partitioned into subsets which 

form bases of irreducible representations of W which were shown by Barbasch and Vogan 

[1,2] to be the special representations in the sense of Lusztig using case by case analysis. 

This last result may now be proved in a more elegant fashion through a characterization 

of Duflo involutions provided by ([15],III, 4.9 and [24], Prop. 1.4). Originally this used in 

particular the truth of the Jantzen conjecture but this can now be replaced by the main result 

of [11]. This leads to a new characterization of m(w) related to the leading power occurring 

in character values of Hecke algebras ([20], 2.6) or ([25], Sect. 3) which eventually gives the 

required result. In more detail for each simple W module E define a^, bg as in [36], p.76. 

One has CLE < bg and one calls E special if equality holds. Now fix a left cell C of W 

(see 3.2.16 below). Then the associated Q module [C] ® ^ Qhas a QW module structure 

and admits (with multiplicity one) the Goldie rank module EQ (which is simple) spanned by 

the pw-\ : w G C as a submodule. It is a consequence of 2.3.5 that if E is another simple 

submodule of [C] then bfi > b^0 = m(w),Vw G C, whereas by ([20], 2.6) or ([25], Sect. 3) one 
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has ciE = a,EQ. Thus, only the Goldie rank module can be special. To show that it is always 

special one needs to show that ag = m(w) for the above choices of E and w. Both integers 

behave well under induction so one is reduced to the case when the corresponding two-sided 

cell T>C does not contain an element of the form yw$ with y contained in a proper Weyl 

subgroup of W. However, VC then contains a longest element in a proper Weyl subgroup 

and in this case the equality is rather easy (via [15], III, 4.2, 4.9). Unfortunately this last 

fact still needs some case by case analysis for its proof. It is equivalent to saying that the 

dual of special non-induced orbit is even (all this in sense of [31], Sect. 5). Actually, such 

an orbit is distinguished ([31], Prop. 5.1). 
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Chapter 3. 

3.1. The ring of projective modules. 

3.1.1. As before we fix A € P(R)++. We already remarked (1.3.8) that M(A) 

is projective in O (and hence in 0\). From the natural isomorphism Homg(E ®j. 

M, N)-^->Homg(M, Homk(E®N)) and because N G ObO and E finite dimensional implies 

E 0 N G ObO one easily deduces that E ® M ( A ) and its direct summands are projective in 

0\. On the other hand V G ObTi^ has finite length and is hence generated as a bimodule 

by a finite dimensional subspace E which we can assume to be k stable. Then V = EU(g) 

and so we have a surjective map E ®fc U(g)—H>V. Setting A\ := U(g)/Ann M ( A ) , this leads 

to surjective map E ®k AA-»V. Yet E <g)fc Ax = E ®k L ( M ( A ) , M ( A ) ) = T ( £ ® M(A) ) . 

By the equivalence of categories theorem we conclude that every M G 0bO\ is the image of 

some 2£<g> M ( A ) and so bas enough projectives (and enough injectives using £). (On the 

other hand O^ does not have any projectives). 

3.1.2. Given /i G A, choose P G ObO\ projective such that P-%~>L(p). Let P(fi) denote 

a minimal submodule of P such that := ^[p^) 0- Clearly rad P(/i) = £(a0- Since P is 

projective we have a map 9 : P —• P(/x) such that </? = (pf0. Then ImO C P(a0 and <£>|jm0 ̂  0, 

from which we conclude that 0 is surjective. One easily checks that #[P(A0 = ^dp(^) and 

we conclude that P = P(p) 0 ker 8. Thus P(p) is an indecomposable projective module 

mapping onto L(p,). One easily shows that every such module is isomorphic to P(/x) which is 

called the •projective cover of L(p). Finally one shows that every indecomposable projective 

in 0\ is isomorphic to some P(p>)> 

3.1.3. Let us now take p G P(i?)++ and restrict to the subcategory ~°(9a °f objects 

in 0\ annihilated by some power of xp.- The indecomposable projective modules in this 

subcategory take the form P(wp) : w G W. 

3.1.4. A module M G ObO is said to have a Verma flag if there exists a decreasing 

sequence M = Mi2M22 • • • 2Mn+i = 0 of submodule of M such that each Mi/Mi+i is 
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isomorphic to some M(m) : № G h*. In this case we write 

[M : M(p)) = card{i G {1,2, • • •, n}|/z =w<< 

Since the [M(/x)] : fi G h* form a basis for the Grothendieck group of O, it follows that 

[M : M(fi)] is independent of the choice of Verma flag. 

Given E a finite dimensional U(g) we let Q,(E) denote its set of weights (counted with 

multiplicities). 

LEMMA. - Take p, G h*. Then E (g> M{p) has a Verma flag and [E <8)fc M(/i) : 

M(y)] = dim^Ev-.^. 

This follows from the isomorphism 

E®k X< 

u(!ù 
kp-p = U(g) 

<X< 
(4>® V - p ) 

and the exactness of the functor U(g) ®u(b) ~~ 

3.1.5. Recall that we have an ordering on h* defined by p. > v \i p, — i / G WB. It 

is quite trivial to verify that Ext1 (M(/x), M(i/)) = 0 unless p < v. This has the following 

consequence. Set ft(M) = {p G ZL*(M^ ^ 0} and choose v G ft(M) + p maximal. If M has a 

Verma flag, then £ := [M : M(y)\ ^ 0 and the above vanishing of Ext1 implies that we can 

find a Verma flag with M{yY as a submodule. 

3.1.6. Since M(/i) is a free (rank 1) U(n~) module, it follows that a module M with 

a Verma flag is U(n~) free. Thus given a highest weight vector e G M of weight v — p we 

conclude that U(g)e = M(v). 

LEMMA. - If M = N\ 0 N2 G 060 has a Verma /Ja& then 30 has N\, N2. In 

particular any projective object in O has a Verma flag. 

Choose v G ft(M) + p maximal. If say v G $l(N\) + p, choose a vector e of weight v — p 

in N\. Then U(g)e S M(i/) and M/M{y) S Ni/M(v)®N2. The result follows by induction 

on length taking; account of 3.1.5. 

Remark. If <p : M —> N is a map between modules with a Verma flag, then coker y> 

has a Verma flag; but ker ip does not in general. 
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3.1.7. LEMMA. - For all pieh*, M, PG ObO, one has 

(i)xxxx Homg_(P{p),M) = [M:L{p)) . 

(ii)xvxvxv [P : M(p)] = dim Homg (P, M(p)) if P is projective. 

(i) By additivity on exact sequences, this reduces to the case M = L(p), for which it 

is trivial. 

(ii) It is enough to prove the assertion for P = E®M(X) (with p G A - here we need not 

assume that À is integral). By 3.1.4 it is enough to show that dim Homg (E <g> M(A), M(p)) = 

dim Ep_\. Now E* ® M(p) has a Verma flag with terms M(£) : £ G p + Œ(2?*), and since 

M(A) is projective we conclude that 

dim Homg (E ® M(A), M(/z)) = cfo'm Fomff (M(A), (g) M(/i)) 

= dim El_u , 

= dim Eß_x , 

as required. 

3.1.8. COROLLARY. - (BGG reciprocity [32]). For all w, y eW one has 

[P(w\) : M{yX)\ = [M(yX) : L(wX)] . 

3.1.9. We define a multiplicative structure on U(g) bimodules through 

M{yX)\ = [M(yX) : L(wX)] . 
M{yX)\ = [M(yX) : L(wX)] . 

Given V, V G ObH, we claim that V*V G ObU. Property 1.3.8(iii) is obvious. Re

calling that we can write V = EU(g) for some finite dimensional k stable subspace E of V 

we conclude that V*V' is an image of E ®k V' which taking account of the action of k makes 

assertions 1.3.8(i), (ii) obvious. Again it is obvious thatM{yX)\ = [M(yX) : 1S a multiplicative subset. 

To go further we make use of Soergel's improved version of 1.3.8. First set Ml(X) = 

U{g) ®U(b) U(?Ù/ (^nnU(b)^\-p) > V z G N+. It is clear that we have maps 

0 <— MX(A) <— M2(A) —> • • • 
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each with kernel a direct sum of M(A). In particular Ml(\) is a non-split extension M(A) 

lying in fOf. The functors T, T' of 1.3.6 are replaced by 

TooM = lim L(M\\),M) : M G OÒC^° 

T^F = lim V ®u{gj M\\) : V G 06ft?° 

They define an equivalence of categories between and 7Y?° which restricts to an equiv

alence of categories of betweenxwxxx andxxxxxxxx Set J{ = Ann M'(A) and observe that 

T'oo (U(g)/Ji) = M\\). Also Ji = (kerxxYUig) by 1.3.3. 

Given M G ObO^ let denote its Z(g) primary component lying in Ob {^OJ^j. By 

3.1.1 there exists E finite dimensional such that P(w\) is a direct summand of E ® M(A). 

Set VJjy = Too(P(u>A)). Then is a direct summand of E <g) (V(g)/ J\). By the right action 

of Z(g) we may find a direct summand of E (8) U(g)l(kerx\)%U(g) and maps 

0 <— y1 <— 1/2 < 

such that each successive quotient is the corresponding direct sum of the Vw. Define a functor 

9W onxw<<< (and hence on ̂ O^) via V *-+ lim<<xx <V^*V. It is a direct summand of the 

functor 6E : M i-> (E<S) M)^ defined on 9°C^° and hence exact. 

3.1.10. Let b(w) : w G W denote the element of 7LW defined by setting y = [M(y\)] 

and then b(w) = [P(toA)] (c.f. 2.1.2). By 3.1.8 the b(w) can be computed from the a(w) 

and vise-versa. The advantage of b(w) is that they satisfy remarkable positivity constraints. 

First of all the b(w) lie in 1NW. Secondly 

PROPOSITION. - For all x,y G W one has 

b{x)b{y) 

zew 

w<xb 
wwxvn 

with c%y G M. 
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The result will follow from the computation of 0xOy. Since direct sum commutes with 

tensor product it is enough to compute 0^0E2 (notation 3.1.9). Then it is enough to show 

for the multiplication in the Grothendieck group of(^!®(E(^!®(E defined above that 

" ( £ 2 ® M ( A ) ) J [ (£ i®M(A)) ]x w [(^!®(E2®M(A))À)J 

Now by 3.1.4 the left hand side equals 

x,y£W 
xy dim(E2)x\-\dim(E1)y\_x 

w 
ww 

Z 

xew 

dim(E2)xx-\dim(E1)zX_xX , 

which by 3.1.4 again, equals the right hand side. 

Remark. These positivity constraints were described by an essentially equivalent 

procedure by Bernstein-Gelfand [4]. One may show that they are the t = 1 specialization 

of deeper positivity constraints described by multiplication of certain basis elements in the 

Hecke algebra obtained by Springer using the decomposition theorem for perverse sheafs. 

(See Curtis' lectures in this series.) The latter play a fundamental role in the combinatorics 

of the Hecke algebra which in turn has important implications for enveloping algebras [20]. 

So far we do not know how to get these deeper constraints from enveloping algebras alone. 

This should involve the Jantzen filtration and Hodge decomposition (see Shoji's lectures in 

this series) in some way. 

3.1.11. Take a e B. Then [P(saX) : M(y\)) ^ 0 implies via 3.1.8 that y\-sa\ G 1NB. 

Hence say\ - A G 1NJ5 + TLOL fl - IN5 = -INa and so y = sa or 1. Now [M(\)/M(sa\) : 

L(saA)] = 0 because L(saX) is k[Xa] free whereas M(\)/M(sa\) is k[Xa] locally finite. We 

conclude that b(sa) = 1 + sa. 

One easily checks that 9WM(\) = P(w\). Set 0a = 9Sa V a G B. The calcula

tion in 3.1.10 shows that [0WM] = [M]b(w). Furthermore from the canonical isomorphism 

Homg(E®M, N) = Homg(M, E* ®N) it follows that 0y admits an adjoint 0* which is nec

essarily a direct sum of the 6W : w G W. From dim E^^_^ — dim E\_w\ = dim EW-IX-\ 

we easily conclude that [0JM] = [M]6* where * is the involution of 7LW defined by linearity 
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and w H-* tu-1. In particular [0£M] = [M](l + sa). Since by 3.1.8 the coefficient of w in 

b(w) is one we conclude that 0* = 0a. Finally we compute 8aM(wX). We already have 

[QaM(w\)] = tu-|-ttf$a. By the remark in 3.1.5 we can assume that 9aM(w\) is an extension 

of M(w\) by M(wsaX) where wsaX < toA, i.e. that wsa > w (Bruhat order). It is a non-

trivial extension because Homg(QaM(w\), L(w\)) = Homg(M(w\),OaL(w\)) and because 

9aL(w\) = Oa(M(w\)/M(wsa\)) = 0. One may show that dim Ext1(M(wsaX), M(w\)) — 

1. 

3.2. The Enright Functor. 

3.2.1. Fix A G h? dominant and regular and set A = A -f P(R). As before let 0\ 

denote the subcategory of O of all modules whose weights lie in A. It is easy to see that (D/^ 

is a direct sum of certain primary components of O. Again E ® L € ObO\ given L G ObO\. 

Using Frobenius reciprocity one may also characterize 0\ through 

(*) For each L G ObO simple, L G ObOK 4=> L ( M ( A ) , L) ^ 0 . 

As before it is convenient to assume A G P(R)']"^"i and we set A = U(g)/Ann M(A). 

3.2.2. Recall the equivalence of categories theorem and define for each a G B a functor 

Ca on Ox through 

CaM = L(M(sa\\M) ®u{g) M ( A ) . 

It is clearly covariant and left exact. From the embedding M(sa\) «—• M(A) we have a map 

M —• CaM. Call M a-free if this map is injective and a-cofree if the map 8M —• Ca8M 

is injective. We remark that M is a-free if and only if M is a free fc[X_a] module. Set 

S = {X^_a : I G IN}. Because adgX-a is nilpotent, S is Ore in U(g) and we may form 

5 _ 1 M . Let CaM denote the submodule {m G 5_1M| dim fc[Xa]m < oo} of S~lM. Then 

Ca is just Deodhar's formulation of Enright's functor. We show (3.2.9) that Ca and Ca 

coincide on the category of a-free modules (i.e. when M —• 5_1M is injective) but in 

general Ca — C\. 

It is convenient to define D~M = Im(M -> CaM) and D+M = 6D~(6M). Then M 

is a-cofree the map D+M —> M is surjective. 
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3.2.3. One nice property of the Enright functor is its behaviour with respect to 

annihilators. Clearly Ann(CaM) C Ann M with equality if M is a-free. 

The behaviour of Ca with respect to the Grothendieck group of 0\ is complicated by 

the failure of Ca to be exact. However one may relate Ca to the exact functor 0a of coherent 

continuation across the a-wall (3.1.11). This has the property that we have an exact sequence 

(*) 0 —> M(wX) —• OaM(w\) —• M(wsaX) —• 0 

whenever wsa > w (Bruhat order). In the conventions of 2.1.2 we have(^!®(E(^!®(E = [-M](l + sa). 

Taking w = 1 in (*) we may apply the equivalence of categories theorem to obtain 

(**) 0 -> L (M(A), CaM) -» L (0aM(A), M) -* L (M(A), D+M) -> 0 

for all M G ObO^. Actually, using Soergel's improved version of this equivalence of categories 

theorem, we get an exact functor 0'a := rjOarj on and an exact sequence 0 —• CaM —* 

e'aM D+M 0. This gives the 

LEMMA.- ForallMeObOA , 

(i) [CaM] + [D+M] = KM] = (1 + sa)[M] 

(ii) [CaM] = sa[M] M is a-co free. 

3.2.4. LEMMA. - For each a G B, one has Ca6M(X) = 6M(sa\). 

One has L(M(A), CaSM(X)) ^ L(M(sa\),6M(\)) = L(-A , -5aA), whereas 

L(M(A), 6M(saX)) = L(—5aA, —A). Since M(A) is projective in G\ we have a surjection 

L(—A, — \)-¥-+L(—saX, —A) and because SM(X) is injective in 0\ we have a surjection 

L(—A, — A)—>L(—A, — saX). It remains to show that the ker <p = ker (pf. Set J = 

AnnA(M{X)IM(saX)). Via the analysis in 1.3.6 it is equivalent to show that iJ = J. 

Set P = AnnAL(w\saX) G Spec A. Since M(X)/M(saX) vanishes on passage to the a-wall 

so does every simple subquotient L. We conclude that Ann L D P by the Borho-Jantzen 

translation principle (the r-invariant). By injectivity in 1.3.6 we conclude that J = P* for 

all £ » 0. (In fact P is idempotent and J = P). Since tP = P the assertion follows. 

3.2.5. We need the following properties of Ca and D+. Call N a-finite if it is X-a 

locally finite. 
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PROPOSITION. 

(i) CaM is a-free, V M G ObOK. 

(ii) CaM = 0, V M € ObOA a-finite. 

(iii) M/D+M is the largest a-finite quotient of M. 

(iv) sa[CaM] = [D+M\. 

(v) L(M(sa\),M)M(sa\) = D+M, V M e ObOx . 

(i) By definition N is a-free if the map N —• CaN is injective. The latter is equivalent 

to L(M(A)/M (saA), N) = 0 which holds if N has no simple submodules L which are a-finite. 

Now 

HomgCL^CaM) = Horrigxg (T^fyiTfóaM)) , by equivalence of categories , 

JEfom£X£(T(L),L(^M(A),M)) , by 3.2.3(**) , 

^Fom£X£(L(^aM(A),L),T(M)) , by the 

self-adjointness of 0a. Again by the self-adjointness of 0a and because 0aL(X) = 0 we 

conclude L(X) is not a quotient of 6aM(\) and then from 3.2.3(*) that 6aM(A) has no 

a-finite quotients. Hence Homg(L, CaM) = 0 if L is a-finite. This proves (i). 

For (ii) it is enough to observe that L(M(sa\), M) = 0 for M a-finite. For (iii) observe 

that ker(M —> CaM) is a-finite and hence so is (6M)/D+(6M). Moreover ker(M —> CaM) 

is by (i) the largest a-finite submodule of M and this gives (iii). 

Take M a-finite. By (ii), CaM = 0 and since 8M is also a finite, we obtain that 

D+M = 0. Then from 3.2.3(i) we obtain (1 + sa)[M] = 0. Applying this to M/D+M and 

using 3.2.3(i) again gives (iv). 

Set M' = L(M(sQi\), M)M(saA), which is a submodule of M. Since L(M(sa\), N) = 0, 

for N a-finite, it follows from (iii) that M' is a submodule of D+M. On the other hand 

from the definition of M' it follows that the embedding M' M gives an isomorphism 

L(M(saA), M')-^+L(M(sa\), M) and hence an isomorphism CaMt'-^+CaM'. By (ii), (iii) 

this gives an isomorphism CaMf-^-*CaD'a~M. By (iii), D+M is a-cofree and because M' = 

L(M(sa\),M,)M(sa\) we conclude that M' = D j M ' and so M' is a-cofree. Then by 
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3.2.3(ii) the above isomorphism gives [M'\ = [£>£M] which combined with embedding M' ^ 

D+M gives (v). 

3.2.6. Take M,JV G ObOA and a G B. The composition (a, b) H-> a6 defines 

a map L(M,N) x L(M(saA),M) L(M(saA),iV) of t%) bimodules and hence a map 

L(M, N) x CaM C^iV of U(g) modules. This gives a U(g) bimodule map T^,N : a H+ 

(b ^ ab) of L(M, AT) into L(CaM, C«J\T). 

LEMMA. - If M is a-cofree, then T^f'N is injective. 

Take a G L(M,N). If a G fcer T^,JV, then a(CaM) = 0 and so aL(M(saX),M) = 0. 

Yet L(M(saX),M)M(socX) = D+M by 3.2.5(v) and so a(D+M) = 0 which proves the 

assertion. 

3.2.7. By the equivalence of categories theorem T^fiN gives a map, for which we shall 

use the same symbol, of U(g) modules. When N = 8M(X) we shall simply denote it by 

T*f. By 3.2.4 we have L(CaM, Ca8M(X)) ^ L(CaM, 8M(saX)) S L(M(saX),8CaM)ri ^ 

L(M(X),Ca6CaM)rf, whereas L(M,8M(X)) £ L(M(A), SM)7*. Thus T*f is a U(g) module 

map of 8M into Ca8CaM. This gives a U(g) module map 8T*f of 8Ca8CaM into Af. 

LEMMA. - If M is a-cofree, the map 8T^ is bijective. 

By 3.2.6, 8T*f is surjective. Since CaM is a-free by 3.2.5(i) we obtain from 3.2.3(ii) 
and 3.2.5(iv) that [8Ca8CaM] = [Ca8CaM] = sa[8CaM] = sa[CaM] = [D+M] = [M], by 
the hypothesis on M. This proves the lemma. 

3.2.8.<<< Retain the notation of 3.2.6 and 3.2.7. 

THEOREM. - IfMis a-cofree, then T^,N is bijective. 

By 3.2.6 the assertion holds when N = 8M(X). Let E be a finite dimensional U(g) 

module. Then E (g) — is an exact functor on commuting with Ca. It easily follows that 

the assertion holds for N = E ® 8M(X). Now take N G ObO\ arbitrary. By 3.1.1 we can 

find E% F finite dimensional and an exact sequence 

0 -> N -> E ® «M(A)(^!®(E(^w «Af(A) 

Since the functors L(M, —) and L(CaM, —) are covariant and left exact, we obtain a diagram 
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of maps with exact rows 

0 L(M,N) 

RRIM,N 
•LA 

0 L(M, CaN) 

L(M,E®6M(\))w<< 

^M,£<g)ÓM(A) 
1A 

L(M,Ca(E(g>£M(A))ww 

L(M,F®6M(\)w<< 

^M,F(8)6M(A) 

L(M, Ca(F ® 6M(A))w 

which from the definition of the Ta maps is easily seen to be commutative. Diagram chasing 

proves the theorem. 

3.2.9. Let us show that Ca, Ca coincide on a-free modules. Take M, N to be a-free. 

Then 8D+M and CaN are a-free and the quotients CaM/D+M and CaN/D+N are a-finite. 

It easily follows that the map L(CaM, CaN) —• L(D+M, CaN) defined by restriction is 

injective and has image L(D+M, D+N). Now take M = M(A). Then D+M(\) = M(saA) 

(by say 3.2.5(iii)). By reduction to the s£(2) case one may show that 

(*) CaM(U) SI 
' M(sau.) 
{M(n 

(av,,x)6]N-
otherwise. 

In particular CaM(\) = M(X). Hence we obtain an isomorphism 

L(M(A), CaN)-^L(M(sa\), D + M ) ^ L ( M ( s a A ) , M) since M/D+M is a-finite and M(saX 

is a-cofree. This proves our assertion. 

3.2.10.ssssdwww Any Verma module is a-free, whilst M(wX) is a-cofree if and only 

if saw < w (Bruhat order). Thus if M(w\) is a-cofree we obtain from (*) above 

that CQCM(W\) = M(sawX). By 3.2.8 we conclude that we have an isomorphism 

L(M(w\),M)-^->L(M(saw\), CaM), for any M € ObOA. Now define the functor Cw : 

w € W on 0\ through CWM = L(M(w"1X)^M) ®u(q) M(X). The previous observation 

gives 

COROLLARY. - Let w — SAI •• * * SAB ê a reduced decomposition. Then Cw = 

CQC\ COLI ' ' ' C<XK ' 

Remarks. Takê r = s|(2). Then Ca8M(X) = 8M(saX) = M(saX). Yet CaM(saX) = 

M(A) and so C\ + Ca. Yet = Ca trivially. Since CaM is a-free we conclude from 3.2.9 

that CaCa = Cl and CaCl = Ca. This proves that Ca = C\. Curiously the Ca do not 

satisfy the braid relations except on the category n~ of free modules. 
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3.2.11. COROLLARY. - For all x,y G W one has 

(i) CX8M(X) = 8M(xX) . 

(ii) L(-xX, -A) S I ( - A , -a?-1A) . 

(hi) T\L{-x\ -y\)) = C -i C^M(A) . 

For (i) it is enough to show that Ca8M(wX) = 8M(sawX) when saiu > w (Bruhat 

order). Now 8M(wX) is a-cofree and so by 3.2.3(h) we obtain [Ca8M(wX)] = sa[6M(w\)] = 

sa[M(wX)] = sau; = [8M(wX)]. On the other hand we saw in the proof of 3.1.5(iii) that 

K := Ker(M —> CaM) is the largest a-fmite submodule of M. Taking M = 8M(wX) we 

get .K" = £(M(ti;A)/M(sat(;A)) and so we deduce an embedding 8M(sawX) <—• Ca8M(wX). 

Combined with our previous observation this proves (i). 

(ii) By definition L(M(\),Cx8M(Xj) = L{M{x~lX\8M{X)) = L(-A,-a:"1 A), 

whereas by (i) we have L(M(A), CX8M{X)) = £(M(A), 8M(xX)) = L(-x\, - A ) . This proves 

(ii). 

(iii) Observe that L(-xX, -y\) = L(M(yX),8M(xX)) = L(M(\), Cy-i8M(xX)) = 

£(M(A), Cy-i CX8M(X)), by (i). Hence (iii). 

Remarks. Since the number of isomorphism classes of principal series modules with a 

given infinitesimal character is strictly greater that \W\ we see from (iii) why the CA : a € B 

cannot also satisfy C2 = CA. Combined with 3.2.8 we can also obtain the intertwining maps 

of Kunze-Stein for principal series modules. 

3.2.12. Set M(n) = ker(M(n) -+ L(fi)) and recall that J{p) = Ann L{y). 

LEMMA. - One has J(wX)M(X) = Cw-i (M(wX), V w G W. 

By 2.2.4 we have an isomorphism U(g)/Ann M(wX)-^+L(M(wX),M(wX)). Re

calling that Ann M(wX) = Ann M(X) we conclude this restricts to an isomorphism 

J(wX)/Ann M(X)^UL(M(wX), M(WX)). Thus J(wX)M(X) = L(M(wX), M(wX)) ®u{g) 

M(X) = Cw-i(M{^X)y 

Remarks. An interesting open problem is to compute [J(wX)M(X)]. Had we been 

able to successively apply the conclusion of 3.2.3(h) we would have obtained [J(wX)M(X)] = 

w~1[M(wX)] = w~1(w-a(w)) = l-w^aiw) and so [M(A)/J(wX)M(X)] = w^a^w). This 
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formula fails in general; but can be shown to hold when w = WBWQI where WB> ' B' C B is 

the longest element in the subgroup W#/ of W generated by the sa : a G B'. 

3.2.13. For each w G W, let £(w) denote its reduced length. We define a new 

multiplication on W by 
xwcw \ w 

\saw 
:£(saw)<£(w) 
: £(SN,w) > £(w) 

and associativity. This is just the multiplication rule for Enright functors on n~ free modules. 

In particular from 3.2.9 and 3.2.10 one has CxM(ywB\) = M((x*y)wB\), V x,y £W. One 

checks that x*^(ywg) = wB if and only if x > y. We conclude that 

(*) Cx-\M(y\) = M(A) <=> x>y (Bruhat order). 

COROLLARY. 

(i) If x > V, then there exists an embedding of M(xX) into M(y\). 

(ii) If [M(x\) : L(yX)) ^ 0 , then x < y . 

(i) It is enough to consider the case when £(x) = £(y) + 1. Then we can find 

w\, W2 G W, OL G B such that x = w\sOC,W2, y = w\W2 are reduced expressions (i.e. lengths 

add). Set M = CW2M(WB\) = M{W2WQ\). Since M is a-free, the map M —> CAM is 

an embedding and left exactness of CWL gives an embedding M(yA) = CWLCAM = M(x\). 

This gives (i) under appropriate substitutions. 

(ii) If y = 1, then x = 1 trivially. Otherwise choose a G B such that say < y. We 

claim that [CaM(xX) : L(sayA)] ^ 0. This implies eventually that [Cy-iM(x\) : L(X)] ^ 0, 

hence Cy-iM(x\) = M(A) and so x < y by (*), as required. To prove the claim we recall 

the embedding D+M(x\) «—• C(xM(xX) and so by 3.2.3(i) it is enough to show that if [£(yA)] 

occurs in the decomposition of [M(zA)], then [L(6ayA)] occurs in (1 4- sa)[M(x\)]. Yet 

(1 + sa)a(y) is always a non-negative linear combination of the a(z) : z G W and so it is 

enough to observe that a(say) occurs (with coefficient 1) in (l4-sa)a(y). This is true because 

CaL(yA) ^ 0 (recall L(yX) is a free and use 3.2.9) and so CaM(yA) = M(sayA) must have 

a non-zero image in CaL(y\). 

Remark. This result was first proved by Bernstein, Gelfand and Gelfand [33]. The 

present proof is in the spirit of [35]. 
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3.2.14. LEMMA. - Take w G W. Then M(A)/J(w\)M(\) is the unique smallest 

submodule of Cw-iL(wX) admitting L(X) as a quotient. 

From the exact sequence 

0 — , M{w\) —> M(wX) —> L(wX) —> 0 

the left exactness of Ca, 3.2.9(*), 3.2.10 and 3.2.12 we obtain applying Cw-i that 

0 _ > J(w\)M(\) —> M(A) —> Cw-iL(w\) 

is exact. Finally it follows as in the proof of 3.2.13(h) that L(A) occurs with multiplicity 

one in Cw-iL(wX). This proves the assertion. 

3.2.15. Recall that {a(w) : w G W} is a basis for TLW. For each x G TLW we can 

write x = T,xwa(w) and we set Supp x := {idçcw ^ 0}. Given X C TLW, define Supp X = 

[jxç.X SUPP x- Now for each w G W, a G J?, 3.2.3(i) implies that (1 + sa)a(w) is always a 

non-negative integer combination of the a(y) : y G W. Thus if we set V(w) = Supp(Wa(w)), 

then fP(w)] := ^{a(y)|î/ £ ^ (w)} 1S a ideal of TLW. One calls T>(w) (or sometimes 

flXiu)] the left cone containing W. Its importance lies in the following. 

THEOREM. - Fix x,y G W. The following two assertions are equivalent. 

(i) J(xX) D J(yX) . 

(ii) x G V(y 

(ii) (i) because .Ann CaL(yX) D Ann £(yA) and because sa[L(yX)] = — [^(yA)] if 

SatV > V whereas sa[L(yX)] = [CaL(yX)] if say < y (3.2.3(h) and 3.2.9.). 

By 3.2.14 and 3.2.3(i) we obtain Supp \M(X)/J{yX)M{X)\ C [D(y)] whilst the hypothesis 

J(xX) D J(yX) implies a(x) G Supp[M(X)/J(xX)M(X)] C Supp [M(X)/J(yX)M(X)]. This 

gives (i) = > (ii). 

Remark. The above description of Prim U(g) as an ordered set is part of the wider 

problem of describing Spec U(g) as a topological space. 

3.2.16. By 2.2.10 we have d(U(g)/J(wX)) = 2d(L(wX)) = 2(|fl+| - m(w)). By 

1.1.5 it follows that if J(xX) D J(yX) then m(x) < m(y) and strict inclusion holds if and 
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only if a strict inequality holds. We define the left cell C(x) of W containing x through 

C(x) = iv e V(x)\rn(y) = m(x)}. It follows from 3.2.15 and the above that 

COROLLARY. - The following two assertions are equivalent. 

(i) J(x\) = J(y\) . 

(ii) x € C(y) 

Remark. The above material was drawn from [17,18]. This definition of left cells was 

first given in [14] where (ii) (i) in 3.1.15 was also proved. Vogan ([29], Sect. 3) proved 

the reverse inclusion. By 3.1.15 the set [C(w)] := 7L{a(y)\y € C(w)} is a W module quotient 

of p?(w)]. Thus we obtain the remarkable fact that the partition of the Weyl group into left 

cells needed to describe the fibres of the map Prim U(g) —• Max Z(g) leads to associations 

of simple W modules into families (i.e. all those lying in the same left cell). For totally 

different reasons Lusztig gave associations of simple W modules by an inductive rule based on 

a polynomial associated to unipotent representations of finite Chevalley groups. The above 

description of left cells and that they lead to Weyl group representations partly motivated 

the formulation of the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures [22] for the a(w). Its truth [3, 7] showed 

eventually that these two sets of associations of Weyl group representations coincide. 

Warning. Association does not mean partition. Indeed call the double cell T>C(w) 

containing w the smallest union of left cells containing C(w) which is stable under the map 

y i—> y-1. Then every left cell in T>C(w) contains the Goldie rank or special representation 

associated to T)C(w) (and with multiplicity one). On the other hand the cruder association 

of simple W modules defined by the double cells is a partition of W. 

3.2.17. The truth of the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures (from which the a(w) can be 

computed) can be shown to be equivalent to the remarkable statement (Vogan, unpublished) 

that for each a G B and each a-free simple module L e ObO the cokernel of the map 

L —• CaL is semisimple. Assume that this holds and take L = L(y\) with say < y to ensure 

that L(y\) is a-free. Consider the exact sequence 

0 Ca(M(yA))-^M(5ayA) CaL(yA) — . 

which results from 3.2.9. Our hypothesis implies that Coker ip is the extension of 

Coker(M(y\) —> M(yA)) by L(say\). Hence 
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THEOREM. - Take a E B, y eW such that say < V- Then 

M(S(xy\) = M(y\) + Ca(M(y\)) . 

3.2.18. Retain the above notation and hypotheses and set k = — (av,yA), X = 

Xa, Y = X-a. Let e (resp. / ) denote the cannonical generator of M(say\) (resp. M(yA)) 

and e (resp. / ) its image in L(sayX) (resp. L(y\)) 

COROLLARY. -

Annu{nr)e = U(rT)Yk + (k\r-1]{Annu(2r)f)Yk) fl (n") . 

As noted in 2.2.4 we can write / = Yke. Take a E Ann^j^e. By 3.2.17 we have 

at = 6Y*e + ce for some 6,c E I7(n~) such that ce E Ca(M(yA)). Since Annu^-^e = 0 

it follows that a = byk + c. Consider m E Ca(M(yA)) and identify Ca with Ca via 3.2.9. 

Then there exists £ E IN such that Yl m E M(yA) and so l^ra = df = dYke for some 

c? E Annu(n-}f. Taking m = ce it follows that c E Y~^(Ann^(n-)/)Y*JDZ7(n~). Conversely 

suppose c E fc[y-1](Anntf(n-)7)lr* n U(rT). Then ce E k[Y, Y"1] M(yA). On the 

other hand J e = 0, whereas {adgX)^c = 0,V t > > 0 and so ce is locally X finite. We 

conclude that ce E Ca(M(yA)). This proves the assertion 

Remarks. This result was obtained in [16], 8.3. Let B be the Borel subgroup 

corresponding to 6. Let V(y) denote the Zariski closure of the smallest B stable subset 

containing n+ H yn~. Let V(L(y\)) be the associated variety of L(y\). One may show 

that the above result implies that V(L(y\)) D V(y) (but unfortunately this can be a strict 

inclusion). This has an independent geometric proof based on [3]. In principle the above 

result gives much finer information. 
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